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top left: first-years Kristin Alt and Betsy Bothell take a moment before rappelling down a mountain. top right: The A-Group: Zac Abeel, Matt Buchenroth, Laura Nixon, Gabbie Peschiera, Dan Wagner, Sairy Franks, Biz Eule, Emily Durham, Stephen Haedicke, George Yfanditis, Justin DeLand, Kris Egeland, leader Justin Thomas, Matt DeBois, Jane Kopf, Elizabeth Davis-Mintun, leader Jennie Toner onboard The Playfair, en route to Windsor. above: Stephen Haedicke and Matt Buchenroth struggle through the big current. left: Garrett Snip and leader Rob Townsend pause before the big climb up the Baby’s Bottom.

Top left: George Yfanditis, Matt Buchenroth, Sairy Franks, leader Justin Thomas, Stephen Haedicke, and Justin DeLand awaiting the BIG portage. top right: Ronnie Clark, Betsy Bothell, Liz Huyck, Kristin Alt, Sarah Martyn, Will Birkhill, and Kristin Swor are equipped to climb. middle right: Ronnie Clark, leader Jess Emhof, Kristin Alt, Betsy Bothell, and Will Birkhill love their retch. bottom left: Will Birkhill, Ben Berg, Nanci Michon, Sarah Martyn, Betsy Bothell, Ronnie Clark, Kristin Alt, Alexis Walters, Liz Huyck, Tom Simon, and Justin Dart finally found something that looks like civilization: a dirt road. bottom right: Lynn Larson, Jacob Libby, Brian Heintz, leader Rob Feigel-Stickles, and Joana Emhof are ready to dig in.
Top left: Kris MacWilliams takes a shot, top right: Stephanie Bonne and Andrew Brook are ready for some fun, left: Megan Helstowski and Josh Gibbs don’t need a dance floor to dance, right: Sarah Diacon and Nikki Hein eat before the fun begins.

Above: Leigh (non-K) and Melissa Corrion believe dessert is what to eat before dancing for five hours, top right: John Oger is dressed and ready to go, bottom left: sisters Alexa (non-K) and Danielle Caralis are ready to show K boys what the Caralis sisters can do, bottom right: Kris MacWilliams and Dave Halpert toast to a good night.
The Hypnotist

Above: the hypnotist lulls these boys to sleep, left: just how big is it???, middle left: ohh, ohh, let me smell my shoes, below: don't let the hypnotist catch you off guard, bottom: umm, I won't ask...

Back To School means meeting new friends, having fun with your old friends, and of course lots of homework!
Organizations

Baking Pot
Index
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Theater
(Opposite page) top left: April Smoke, Martina Forgwe, Kristala Pouncy, and Brittany Hudson or SWV, middle left: Emily Durham and Jennie Toner pray like Madonna, left: Matt Guay, Rachel Collins, Lindsey Koriath, and Amanda Solem with Romeo and Juliet, bottom left: Cullen Hendrix of The North Atlantic, bottom right: Paul Natonek shows his love, (this page) above: Jennie Toner knows how to work the audience, top right: Carl Roose, Rob Feigel-Stickles, Mike Kellog, Josh Fisher, and Ken Bark are "being happy," below: the next Backstreet Boys?, bottom right: the MC puts on his charm.
Top left: editor-in-chief Kevin Nesburg gets things done.
Top right: news editors Cathy Lancaster and Melissa Rohde.
Above: backpage co-editor Melissa Kuypers and news editor Cathy Lancaster.
Right: graphics editor Sam Arnold draws up a quick cartoon.

Top left: editor-in-chief Kevin Nesburg expects better of Cathy Lancaster.
Top right: Beer Snob columnists Pete Wickman and Ian Colgan conduct research for their upcoming issue.
Left: a&e editor Alyssa Knickerbocker checks her facts.
Above: backpage co-editor Cullen Hendrix searches his soul for witty humor.
Below: editor-in-chief Kevin Nesburg takes a break for a photo op.
Top left: editor-in-chief Mike Collins contributes a lot to the Cauldron (even plastic ducks), top right: Student Commission president Simone Lutz shares her sex life with the audience, left: Rob Kent tells the audience a funny phone story, above: Jason Hendrix and Mark Piebenga make even history funny.
Student Commission


The Boiling Pot
Yearbook Staff

Photographer: Amber Terry
Photographer: Stephanie Bonne
Photographer: Cathy Lancaster
Photographer: Anne Anderson

The Staff
Editor-in-Chief: Adrienne Rathert
Business Editor: Jill Aronson
Photo Editor: Heidi Fahrenbacher
Photo Staff: Amber Terry
Cathy Lancaster
Stephanie Bonne
Anne Anderson

Editor-in-Chief Adrienne Rathert and Photo Editor Heidi Fahrenbacher
Pre-Law Society

Above: Khalil Ligon, politician Geoffrey Fieger, Carla Kupe, Scott Petz, Ghislaine Storr, Liza Brereton, and Sara Church. left: Malea Stenzel and Amanda Stitt discuss current events. bottom left: Mike Trauben, Andrea Bartuski, Martina Forgwe, and Sara Church ponder the Bill of Rights. bottom middle: Jerry Mayer offers his expertise. bottom right: Mike Trauben and Amy Anderson.

Organization - Pre-Law Society
The Crystal Ball

Top left: Danielle Caralis, Tony Hopkins, and Julie Paavola are ready to dance, top right: Adrienne Rathert tries to force Ian Colgan to go along by handcuffing herself to him, below: Rachel Collins and Sam Arnold aren’t quite sure what to make of all the leather and boas, right: ladies night out with Noah Ovschinsky and Melissa Rohde.

Top left: looking good George Yfantidis, top right: Tamera Matthews, Stephanie Bonne, Christina Shafer, and Carrie Shuman are ready for a night of craziness and dancing, bottom right: Jason Wright, Josh Fisher, Matt Addonizio, Domenique Osborne, Kevin Earll, and two non-K students glam it up, left: Stephanie Bonne and George Yfantidis practice their dance moves before the ball.
J.S.O

Jewish Student Organization

Above: Almuth Wietholtz helps herself to some Kosher food. Left: Heather Pear, Andren Plevek, Jason Richards, Samira Hull, and Darcy Hagan can't wait to dig into some unleavened bread. Bottom left: Jonathon Weber is excited to eat. Bottom right: Joan Flintoff, Dr. Elman, and Dr. Richman participate in the ceremony before they eat.

S.A.C.
Student Activities Committee
Top left: Sid Kerkar gets his Asian dance groove on. Above & far right: Asian literature to read in free time. Left: Samina Syed, Aash Bhatt, Jen Mason, and Ken Bark learn their dance. Top right: Sid Kerkar choreographs Vik Virupannavar and Samina Syed's routine. Middle right: Omar Hasan, Aneesha Balchadi, Vik Virupannavar, and Jeanie Han swinging to some Asian hip hop. Right: Aneesha Balchadi dishes up delicious Asian food to hungry students.
Habitat for Humanity


Top left: Kate Lee and Marietta Bowman dig during Building Blocks, top right: Luke Stearns works hard on a habitat poster, above: "K" students and members from the community listen to various speakers during Pop the Bubble, far left: Biz Eule gets a taste of what it's like to be homeless (and a taste of a marshmallow), left: Chris Grostic works on a habitat project.
C.A.T.
Cultural Awareness Troop

Above: Chris Wilson is excited for his debut.
Left: Zo Mfopa gets support from her friend after the show.
Bottom left: Lyric To Liberation, Below: director and performer Martina Forgwe is glad things went well.

S.C.A.
Society for Creative Anachronism

Top left: Eric Snyder and Sam Knapman eating a feast at Terpsichore.
Right: Amanda Rhinehart practices her moves.
Left: Lauren Davies gets the wrinkles out of life.
Bottom left: Phil Ward and Amanda Rhinehart dance in circles.
Bottom right: Eric Snyder, Sam Knapman, Lauren Davies, Amanda Rhinehart, and Phil Ward at the feast at Terpsichore.
**Frelon: Metamorphosis**

Left page: top left: the Frelon dancers put in lots of rehearsal time, top right: Mike Mayers lifts up Cynthia Davies, middle left: these senior girls will remember each other long after graduation, bottom right: Aaron Poldoner’s quite the latin dancer with Jess Emhof and Lana Armstrong on his arms, bottom left: these dancers are being lifted by the music of Jars of Clay, this page: top right: time for a chorus line, right: Annelie Slingerland is surrounded by beautiful people, below: Adam Karell swings with Jesilee Caspell, middle right: the battle of the dance finally ends happily when Aaron dances with Adam, bottom right: Noah Heilbrun impresses his dancing partner with his skills.
The Jazz Band Members are: Justin Petertil, Cullen Hendrix, Scott Masson, Sam Arnold, Margie Cangelosi, Don Keck, Chris Grostic, Rob Feigel-Stickles, Jake Metcalf, Aaron McLeran, Timo Aker, Matt Kime, Jen Campbell, Bree Davison, Beth Anderson, Jamie Harper, and John Ogger.
The Acapella Group

Pictured: Carl Roose, Ken Bark, Mike Kellog, and Rob Feigel-Stickles

Kalamazoo College Orchestra

Kalamazoo College Ringers
The Aesthetics of Damnation

Top left: Liza Bielby and Jeff Brand, top right: Eric Sindelar and Jordan Klepper, right: Sarah Huckabay, Liza Bielby, Simone Lutz, and Nick Kessler, below: Allen Krause, Liza Bielby, and Adam Karell, bottom right: Sarah Ovink, Megan Martin, and John Cummingham.

Organizational Candids
WINTER QUARTER
Above: Dr. Sotherland deals Adam Neidert another hand, right: Kim Leeuweg counts her money, left: is that Rachel Collins or Audrey Hepburn?, below: Jason Hendrix and Ian Colgan are ready to dance.

Above: Kurt (non-K), Kylee Nielson, Kevin Nesburg, Adam Neidert, Stephanie Cochran, and Russell Cochran (non-K) enjoy dinner at Bravo, left: Sasha (non-K) is ready to dance, right: Matt Guay and his friend Sasha from Russia enjoy a night of dancing, bottom left: Adrienne Rathert and Ian Colgan party before the dance.
Top left: Erin Brown and Sara Perine at Cotopaxi - not quite the weather you'd expect in Ecuador. Top right: Holyrood Abbey in Edinburgh Scotland. Above: Sam Dyer took a trip all the way from China to enjoy beer at the Hofbrauhaus in Munich, Germany. Right: Sam Brockington carried $100 worth of groceries on his bike in Australia.

Top left: the police men at the Eiffel Tower on New Year's Eve made everyone feel a little safer. Top right: The two Spain groups in Salamanca: Matt Jaffe, Emily Swendson, Brian Dombrowski, Paige Farrell, Laura Kroger, Brad Vamos, Beth Easter, and Amber Schwartz. Above: Jane Steadman and Nicole Walter in Lancaster. Middle left: a synagogue in the Jewish Quarter of Prague. Left: Kyle Morris in front of the Kremlin building in Moscow.

Top left: the Perth group: Casey Harper, Jillian Landford, two non-K students, Kathy Korykowski, Michael Bellware, Autumn Spaulding, Gillian Shaw, Allie Smith, Alana Askew, and Barrett Grey, middle left: Palacio Real in Spain, middle: Kyle Morris says goodbye to Copenhagen, Denmark, below: a beach in Australia, bottom left: Gillian Shaw and Phil Ward in Albany, Australia, middle bottom: Meg Deighton visiting Kyle Morris in Denmark.
Top left: Justin Thomas teaches Kyle Morris and Jordan Klepper about English beer, left: Adrienne Rathert and Jen Campbell try out their new German scarves, middle left: the Parliament building in Budapest, below: the Kenya group: Noah Ovshinsky, Kirsten Pelz, Rob Oakleaf, Chris Grostic, and Anna Fleury, bottom left: a typical Danish house, bottom right: the Bonn girls: Jen Campbell, Melissa Rohde, and Monica Schulte.

Top left: Sam Brockington, Gillian Shaw, and Autumn Spaulding at a beach in Southwestern Australia, top middle: the Alhamora in Granada, far right: a fire look out tree in Australia, above: the way the Danes spend their New Years - singing and drinking, right: Gretchen Beesing admires the Ferris Wheels in Paris for the New Year.
Top right: the bridge connecting Buda and Pest, below: Brian Dombrowski, Drew Woodrow, Nick Kapustka, Paige Farrell, Laura Kroger, Emily Swendson, Rachel Navarro, and Cortney (non-K) at a beach in Malaga, below right: the guards in England taking a march, bottom left: Kyle Morris on a really big tree, middle right: the Aqueducts, bottom right: a Portuguese harbor.

Winter Quarter Fun
SPORTS

Football
Cheerleading
Men's & Women's Soccer
Men's & Women's Basketball
Men's & Women's Tennis
Swimming and Diving
Men's & Women's Cross Country
Baseball
Softball
Men's & Women's Golf
Volleyball
Water Polo
Ultimate Frisbee
Gymnastics
Top left: Jeff Dillingham dodges his opponents and strives for the end zone. Top right: Will Solomon III takes down his opponent. Above: head coach Tim Rogers gives instructions from the sidelines. Right: the players are ready to start the game.


Season Record
3-6

Back Row (left to right): Adam Glick, Brian Hughes, Mike Wade, Kevin Burke, Brian Alexander, David Fritz, Jamal Ksr, Eric Gerwin, Joe House. Front Row (left to right): Pat Ronai, Joe Chrzanowski, Andy McGuire, Mike Nishizawa, Jeff Dillingham, Nick Lachapelle, Jamie Zorbo, Eric Soulier.
Intermural Sports
Front row (l-r): Derek Dee, David Dwaihy, John Evans, Robert Hilliard, Danny Goodman, Tony Pagorek, Jr., David Adamji, Patrick Tetreault, Johann Hindert, Matt Poniatowski; back row: assistant coach Chris Adamo, Aaron Przybysz, John Sheehy, Andrew Upward, David Lively, Philip Sheehy, Geoff Alexander, Aaron Thornburg, Ross Bower II, Jonathan Hughes, head coach Hardy Fuchs.

Top Right: Senior Rob Hilliard dodges a Hope defender, above: freshman Ross Bower comes in from the behind, middle: freshman Jonathan Hughes does a little dance with the ball as sophomore Dave Dwaihy looks on, right: senior Geoff Alexander attacks the ball and the opponent, far right: sophomore Aaron Thornburg comes to the rescue after senior Geoff Alexander wipes out.

Men's Soccer

13-5

Top Left: Seniors Sandi Poniatowski and Megan Faurot celebrate an MIAA championship victory. Below: Megan Faurot, Sandi Poniatowski, and Kristen Kobayashi are excited about their last game. Middle Left: Sandi Poniatowski sets up for a shot.

Sports - Soccer
Top left: senior Adam Verseput schools a Hope player while sophomore Lucas Weatherhead and junior Matt Parker start off down the court; top right: junior Matt Parker starts a Hornet drive with junior Nick DeYoung and senior Steve Thwaites; middle right: junior B.J. Ford attempts the shot while sophomore Lucas Weatherhead secures a spot for the rebound.


Top: the 1999-2000 team, left to right: Sean Mann, manager, Katie Miller, manager, Molly Caldwell-McMillan, Kelley Nyquist, Sara Kellogg, Kelly Kearney, Amanda Combe, Beth Reuter, Lindsay Drury, Amanda Weishuhn, MaryJane Valade, Melissa Hawley, Kristin Alt, Vanessa Larkin, Jasmine MacAlpine, Alissa Johnston, Stephanie Getz, Michelle Fortier, head coach, Shauna Sage, manager; left: Kelley Nyquist takes a shot; bottom left: junior captain Lindsay Drury makes a pass; bottom right: Amanda Weishuhn attempts to block an Adrian pass.
Top left: Brian Cox slams a backhand. Top right: Ryan Cummings stays calm and collected. Above: Casey Molenaar looks on as Toby Ernst follows through. Right: Brian Hornburg is happy with his shot. (opposite page)

Top left: Maureen Coyle takes a swing. Top right: Emily Swenson is a dedicated player. Bottom left: Whitney Mermitz concentrates during a match. Bottom right: Korin Szepo takes her time.
1999-2000 Men's Swim Team: Markus Boos, Andrew Brook, Jon Buda, Ben Callam, Andrew Chapman, Kevin Clements, Tim Cors, Ryan Crowley, Steve Domín, Nicholas Duda, Chris Elston, Ben Farrur, Mark Fino, Jeff Gorton, Brian Green, Brian Heintz, Steve June Jeff Kamai, Casey Lasser, Greg Rasher, Brian Ross, Chris Sanker, J.D. Schneider, Sean Smith, Aaron Smith, Gary Strickler, Tim Ulrey, Evan Whitbeck.

Top left: The swim team have fun on the beach during winter training in Florida. bottom left: Liz Kiechle, Lisa Williams, and Jane Kopf can't wait to lead the team. right: seniors Markus Boos, Liz Bennett, Kelly Racznia, Jeff Kamai, Brian Green, and Sean Smith enjoy their last training trip together. middle right: divers Jeff Gorton and Tim Ulrey (Opie) are ready to perform. bottom right: senior captains Kelly Racznia and Liz Bennett are all dressed up for dinner down in Florida. bottom left: the girls in their orange jump suits - how cute!

Women’s Cross Country


Men’s Cross Country

Baseball

This Page: middle: Jeff Dillingham, bottom middle: Brent LeVasseur, bottom left: Ben Tucker, bottom right: TJ Thayer, top left: Todd Wilson, middle left: Joe Botke, top right Rick Sharp. Opposite Page: middle left: Teryn Fox, middle: Nisse Olsen, top left: Dawn Todd, middle right: Alicia Dicks, bottom right: Tonia Yoder, top right: Emery Engers, top middle: Meredith Dodson

Front row (left to right): Nisse Olsen, Erin Rumery, Teri Fox, Meredith Dodson, Alicia Dicks. back row (left to right): assistant coach Jeanne Hess, Emery Engers, Shauna Sage, Dawn Todd, Megan Deats, Sarah Martyn, Tonia Yoder, head coach Brittney Cannavino.

Top left: expert golfer Jason Richards other hobby is playing bass in a local band, left: senior Jan Smits has excellent form, above: self-explanatory.

Above: senior Lisa Herron tips the ball over, top right: Amy Parker is ready with a block, right: the crowd cheers on the team, below: the teams floor plan.
164th Kalamazoo College Commencement

Saturday June 10, 2000

(Opposite page) top left: the stage committee assembles, top right: graduates Brian Uruch, Nicole Tweedie, Rachel Toomey, and Martha Todd, middle left: graduate Zach Schoeck, left: Joe Brockington presents an honorary degree to Raphael Munava '70, bottom left: graduates Pete Wickman and Ian Colgan, bottom right: President Jones congratulates Marga Belchak, (this page) above: Jeanne Hess and David Evans honor Raphael Munava '70, top right: graduates Stacey Falls, Jeff Ewing, and Jess Emhof, right: the excited (and hot) crowd, below: graduates Adam Neidert, Sue Nelson, and Kevin Nesburg, bottom right: President Jones honors Kenneth Elzinga '63.
Above: Karen Selby '81 presents Margaret Adams with the Pauline Byrd Johnson Award, top right: graduate Brooke Cucinella shares her remarks with her class, right: Dr. John Sarno '44 addresses the graduates with his war stories and advice, bottom right: President Jones introduces Board of Trustees Chair Donald Parfet, bottom left: graduate Ian Colgan.

Far left: Provost Mahler presents the Candidates for Degrees, left: graduate John Polderman, middle left: President Jones sends the Class of 2000 on their way, below: President of the Alumni Association Amy Courter '83 shares her remarks with the graduates, bottom left: graduate Sid Kerkar and soon-to-be senior Adrienne Rathert, bottom middle: graduate LJ Hanson.
Spring Fling

(Opposite page) top far left: the "parachute," top left: look at them struggle!, middle far left: hungry spring flingers go for the burgers, left: Brandon Churchran, Dave Janssens, and Tony Hopkins enjoy the warm spring day, bottom far left: tiedye on the Quad, bottom left: ewwww, (this page) above: Julie Paavola, Katie Hatmaker, and Paige Farrell can't wait until the celebration really begins.

Top right: everyone loves snowcones, left: Adam Karrell plummets down the Titanic, bottom left: Lisa Emami and Emily Ford race to the end of the line (or bungee cord), bottom right: Jeff Wolford, Adrienne Rathert, and Megan Helstowski wear their sunglasses at night...or during the day.
Top left: Whitney Mernitz and Jess Emhof toast to their last quarter at "K". **top right:** remember the good times with your friends. **above:** Aneesha Balchardi and Ed Mamou look forward to the next TGIF. **middle right:** Ian Daryumple waves goodbye to "K". **bottom right:** Sarah Ovink looks on as Eric Sindelar is beaten by Devan Brain.

Top left: "the senior men": Jamie Gillian, Casey Bear, and Eric Gerwin. **above:** Cathy Lancaster, Mandy Redman, Ashley Young, and Melissa Hawley enjoy free food and beer. **left:** Jared Ragusett and Eric Sindelar realize that there is no more beer after this glass and choose to savor the taste. **bottom right:** Shadi Houshyar, John Talpos, Danny Goodman, and Gary Lewis. **bottom left:** Zack Schroech thanks Dr. Jones for the beer.
(This page): right: Beer Snob columnists Pete Wickman and Ian Colgan enjoy Killian's at Up and Under. middle right: Groundsman William is ready to tackle any yard with his golf cart. below: Laura Kroger and Adam Verseput are ready for spring. bottom right: Kevin Nesburg, Adrienne Rathert, Kylee Nielsen, and Adam Neidert celebrate the spring with a beach party complete with sand. (opposite page): top right: Katie Krupka and Yoshi Bird celebrate Katie's birthday. bottom left: I hope you're wearing something behind that curtain Alex Dodge. middle right: Christian McKee is ready to play Lacrosse. bottom right: brothers Cullen and Jason Hendrix are ready to pick up some chicks at spring fling.
Top left: juniors Allie Smith, Gillian Shaw, and Alana Askew at their campus in Perth, Australia, top right: sophomores Karl Cain and Martina Forgwe after the CAT performance, above: juniors Jen Campbell and Adrienne Rathert having some fun with hats, middle right: sophomores Megan Helstowski and Julie Paavola, right: first years Anna Wilkinson and Lisa-Marie Bleyhart.
Top left: Sarah Adams hard at work IMing her friends down the hall.
right: Ryan Bizorek hard at work on Physics.
above: Ryan Jackson and Chris Hopp awaiting the performance of their lifetimes.
right: "What's Up Guys?" asks Zac Burton.
below left & right: James Goodwin and Ryan Bizorek try out their new moves on camera woman Lauren Fera.

Top left: roommate bonding between Ronni Clark and Rae Gallagher.
right: Beth Anderson, Lisa-Marie Bleyaert, Libby Rhee, and Anna Wilkinson enjoy a sunny day on the Quad.
middle right: Karen Schieferstein and Janna King are making paper dolls.
bottom left: Liz Kiechle and Michael Howe take a break from studying.
bottom right: Alicia Cotey and Tim Ulrey quiz each other.
Above: some sophomore guys take advantage of the generous soccer team, top right: Kari Cain and Marietta Bowman reflect over their Philadelphia experience, right: Erica Korowin and Jen Paul enjoy the warming weather, below: Mike Underwood strolls the Quad, bottom middle: Matt Addonizio is happy to be alive, bottom right: Carl Roose knows how to work up a sweat.

Far right: Brittany Nestell shows us her smile, right: Zack Pillar is dressed for success.

Sophomore Candids

Top left: Matt Addonizio and Jason Wright are good and evil, top right: James Cekola and John Thomas enjoy non-Marriott food, middle left: Ghislaine Storr takes a break from winter quarter, middle right: Stephanie Bonne, Carrie Shuman, Stacey Lamon, and Kristina Schafer do their goodnight dance ritual.
Neenaf Odah ‘01 died on October 18th, 1999. He was a computer science major from Seattle, Washington. His family and friends will always remember him.
The Graduating Class of 2000


Top right: Ed Mamou and Andrew Schook are happy to be roommates.

Right: Megan Farout, Sandi Poniatowski, Amy Latham, Sue Nelson, and Kristin Kobayashi are ready to hit the dance floor.

Top left: Cathy Lancaster and Melissa Hawley and some big balloon hats.

Top middle: Dan Appledorn caught in action.

Top right: Kevin Mertz is getting a bit friendly with roommate Jamie Gillian.

Left: Angela Ward at Monte Carlo.

Above: The Broomball Champions!!!
Left: Tina Borlaza, Jessica Yorko, Makenzie Olson, Yesim Mullin, Jai Mazur, Vanessa Greene and Amy Graham in Florence, middle left: Kevin Nesburg, Ryan Cummings, and Mandy Redman at a disco, below: Sandi Poniatowski, Amy Latham, and Sue Nelson dressed in black, bottom left: guess who? bottom right: Dan Snell and Joe St. Jean at Monte Carlo.

Left: Adam Glick, Kevin Clements, Holly Zywicke, and Tressa Glavin in Barcelona, Spain, middle left: the senior men swimmers show the other underclassmen how to dress, below: Melissa Hawley, Lindsey Waller, Gillian Hooker, Annalee Slingerland, and Dan Appledorn at a K College football game, bottom left: Mike Wade and Lindsey Waller enjoy an orange, bottom right: Nicole Croy and Becky Holm attempting to tray the quad.
Top right: Matt Guay, Ian Colgan, Cullen Hendrix, freshman Jason Hendrix, and Rob Kent savor their last moments at K by attending Monte Carlo, middle right: Ian McMorran, Sean Gordon, Jamie Gillian, Amy Latham, Annalee Slingerland, Dan Appledorn, Mike Wade, Lindsey Waller, Sandi Poniatowski, and Kristen Kobayashi enjoy a few rounds, below: Heather Booth, Renee Krieg, Kurt Manninen, Alex Dimitrievic Jeff Ewing, Azita Emami, Matt Henn, Morgan Frederick, Simone Gilbert, Jennifer Mazur, Brooke Dinse, Sarah Ovink, Vanessa Greene, and Amy Burgardt in Madrid, bottom right: junior Sonali Bagri and Jen Lamphere studying hard at The Quad Stop.

Above left: Khalil Ligon and her friend Kyle on her birthday, above right: Patti Marcoux, Leslie Ross, and Holly Zywicke in northern France, right: Kim Yake and Mandie Brokkins hanging out in their dorm room, below: freshman Will Solomon and Sarah Bingham studying on the quad.
Left: Liz Bennet and Kelly Racznik enjoy the warm Florida weather with their swim teammates, middle left: New Years 2000 was spent in Kalamazoo by Eric Gerwin, Sean Gordon, Mike Wade, and Dan Appledorn, below: Ed Mamou and Aaron Podoliner, during junior spring, bottom left: the Caen, France group, bottom right: Khalil Ligon and her friends Wynter Hutchinson and Anita acting up in the Umoja house.

Above: Kristin Kobayashi is all tied up, top right: Vic Virupannavar, Sid Kerkar, and Austin Gumbs in their Trow Apartment junior year, right: Jai Mazur and Andrea Naill outside Crissey Hall their freshman year, below: Look out Crystal Ball!! Here comes Ashley Young, Cathy Lancaster, Melissa Kuypers, Mandy Redman, and John Preiser, bottom right: K grad Evelyn Walsh, Becky Holm, and Sarah Jane Vaughn are also on their way to Crystal Ball.
Top left: football players Pat Rorai, Eric Gerwin, and Dave Fritz prepare for their senior year game against Hope, top right: junior Adrienne Rathert and Ian Colgan are excited that the quarter's almost over.

Opposite page (bottom): Laurie Tack, Amy Burghardt, Andrea Sudik, Sandi Poniatowski, Megan Faurot, and Kristin Kobayashi leave K College with a winning season, this page (top left): Matt McConnel on foreign study, top right: Matt Guay impressing ladies with his guitar skills, above left: Ashley Young, Jonathon Preiser, Mandy Redman, Simone Lutz, Cathy Lancaster, and Nick Brown dress for the occasion for their last Halloween at K, above right: Lindsey Waller and Cathy Lancaster at a K College football game.
Top left: Yesim Mullin, Amy Graham, and Jennifer Mazur enjoy their last summer break, top right: Zaita Coloto Lopez has learned how to be efficient with her time, bottom left: Michellia Moore and Cathy Lancaster at their favorite bar in Bonn, Germany, bottom right: Jennifer Dreyer and Tressa Glavin at the Vatican City.

Top left: Yesim Mullin, Elliott Pope, Makenzie Olson, Amy Graham, and Jeff Marinucci take a very cold hike in the Pyrenees of southwestern France, top right: Andrea Naill handles a tense situation - no corkscrew? I'll just use my teeth! left: Matt Rix during foreign Study, bottom left: Walt Berry, Eric Gerwin, Sean Gordon, and Joe Chrzanowski at the Shephard Maple Syrup Festival, below: swimmers Markus Boos, Kelly Racznia, Liz Bennett, and sophomore Nick Duda.
Jennifer Dreyer finds her car at the BMW museum in Munich. top right: Amy Graham, Jennifer Mazur, and Vanessa Greene are dressed as bunnies on Halloween. above left and right: Khalil Ligon, Wynter Hutchinson, and Anita take a trip to Chicago. right: Rebecca Holm and Sarah Jane Vaughn have some tea.

Top left: Melissa Kuypers, Cathy Lancaster, and Lindsey Waller in France during foreign study. top right: Part of the Caen, France group. above: Andrea Naill and Holly Zywiec in Severn during freshman year. middle right: Vikki Fletcher and Becky Weinhold take a break after a run. bottom right: Sid Kerkar is ready to party!!!
Left: Matt McConnel kissing the Blarney Stone, above: Becky Holm, Cathy Lancaster, and Caroline Cox, top right: Eric Gerwin, Sean Gordon, and Joe Chrzanowski, middle right: Simone Lutz, Kelsey Dilts, and Emily Gear and some underclassmen, bottom right: Kevin Nesburg, junior Adrienne Rathert, and Adam Neidert.
Top left: Amy Latham, Sandi Poniatowski, and Eric Gerwin enjoy their senior year together, top right: Holly Zywicke and Sean Gordon at an airport in France, middle left: Tressa Glavin and Jennifer Dreyer love the sights of Venice Italy, middle right: Vanessa Greene, Nicole Tweedie, Amy Graham, Yesim Mullin, and Amy Burgardt are Happy Housemates!!!! right: Khalil Ligon reads the Washington Post on a lazy Saturday (or maybe she’s just in Jerry Mayer’s class).
Senior Pig Roast

Top right: Heather Booth, Morgan Frederick, Simone Gilbert, and Azita Emami. Top left: Laura Maxson and Jesse Scheidt and other seniors enjoy the music and beer. Middle right: Jen Robles, Erin Marti, Angela Ward, Erin Diviney, and Karen Schieferstein.

Above left: mike Iwaniw and friends, above right: Melissa Kuyipers and Tish Conway-Crano, left: Matt McConnel and Kyle Friedrickson, right: Jess Engeb and Aaron Podolner, below: Jillian Hooker.

Top left: Joe House and Karen Schieferstein, top middle: Jenn Lanphear, Cathy Lancaster, and Sarah Collier, top right: Ian Colgan, Cullen Hendrix, and Pete Wickman, middle left: Joe Botke, Jason Vetraino, Dave Adamji, Jeff Dillingham, Steve Thwaite, middle right: Annalee Slingerland and a crowd of dancers, far left: Mundy Redman and Melissa Hawley, left: Aneesha Balchandani and Zach Schroeder.
Graduates of 2000
Goodbye Class of 2000

Opposite page: top left: Al Lattschyn gets the crowd going. top right: Caroline Cox, Jess Embot, Stephanie Miller, Annalee Slingerland, and Lindsey Walker at their last Homecoming game. middle right: Adam Neidert, Adrienne Rathert, Ian Colgan, Jen Campbell, and Kylie Nielsen celebrate Kevin Nesburg’s last birthday at K. bottom left: Jess Embot and Simone Lutz. bottom right: Dan Appledorn and his friend are ready to go dancing. this page: above: Lindsey Walker, Annalee Slingerland, Stephanie Miller, Jess Embot, Caroline Cox, and Dan Appledorn. top right: the Kzoo Torto'Sphere. right: Amanda Redman and Ashley Young. below: Laura Maxson, Renee Keung, Jenn Lanphear, Stephanie Miller, Heather Warren, and Caroline Cox.

Senior
To Aaron, Jessica, Annalee, Lindsey, Lana, Laura, Stephanie, and Renee

Thanks for Four Years of Great FRELON performances, and best of luck in the real world!!

Marion Sirefman and Mark Podolner

CONGRATULATIONS JEANNETTE COOPER

Best wishes as you go forth to enrich yourself and the world around you.

Love, Dad & Mom

To Khalil,
Education is not received. It is achieved. I love you Boo - You've been good!
Love, MAH

"It is not so much what lies behind or what lies ahead, but what lies within."

Congratulations, Cullen.
We're in your corner, cheerin' you on!

Mom, Dad and Dana

CHEERS, Benjy...to your very successful, adventurous college years, which have added much to your lifetime of memories! The future is yours...you are prepared, and we share your ambitious enthusiasm as proud parents. Mom, Dad and your Japanese Family, The Suzuki's

Congratulations, Sid!
It will be hard not having you nearby next year, but I am so proud of you for all you have accomplished. Thanks for always being there for me. I wish you nothing but the best in the future. Your little sister, Sheetal

To Amanda

Congratulaitons tu tu Amanda
Hope you enjoy your time at UI of Wis Madison

Love, Dad & Mom

Cullen Stevenson Hendrix

Senior Ads
We love you, Andrea Naill!

From great beginnings...
(The "Faerie Princess")

Through wonderful wanderings...
(The "Great One")

Now, a fantastic future!
(As good as the past!)
(The "Censusor")

"Fat Chance. Good luck. have a rotten day" ©- Oscar the Grouch

Love, Mom, Dad, and Bill
(“Hope I take me with you!” - Greeny)

Congratulations, Sid!
Time has gone by so quickly and our cute, little boy has grown into a handsome, confident man. You have brought much joy into our lives, and we are proud of your accomplishments. You have been our dream come true and may all your dreams come true, as well. Good luck in medical school. All the best and always stay happy. God bless you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS HOLLY!
We wanted to list all of your accomplishments and the great things about you, but then there wouldn’t be room for anything about anyone else! Know that you are loved more’n a whole lotta luggage (even the lint in Gayle’s belly button!)

XOXO,
Mobeur, Dad, Gayle, & Po
Andrew:

Congratulations on Graduation!

How proud I am,

mere words can not say,

And I know Mother would feel the same way....

Continue to work hard,

treat others fairly, and

follow your dreams....

I look forward to hearing

of your future accomplishments

and proudly telling everyone

that you are my Son.... June 2000

Jennifer A. Waldman

Thespian

"Petite Clown"

Puppetry Clowning

We are proud of you!

Dad, Mom, and Rebecca

It seems like only yesterday that

you were three-years-old, and

now you're a college graduate.

We want you to know that we

love you and that we are very

proud of you Matthew.

Matthew Borenda

Graduating class of June 10th, 2000

... And now for something completely different...
Congratulations Annie!

Love, Mom, Dad, Mark, and Beau

Congratulations to you Ed for a Job Well Done!
Love: Mom, Dad, and your sister Regina.

Matt Henn

Piano

Caceres, Spain

Bio-Chem

Weight Lifting

Land and Sea

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Karen!

Love, Mom & Dad

Nobody said it would be easy!

Severn ✓
New Friends ✓
Sociology ✓
Dirty’s ✓
Soc. Dept. Award ✓
WRC ✓
Women’s Studies ✓
LAC ✓
Dean’s List ✓
Australia ✓
Anthropology ✓
Alpha Lambda ✓
Wollongong ✓
International House ✓
OZ - Taz - NZ ✓
Sunny Days ✓
Tokyo ✓
Vine Street Apt. ✓
WEC ✓
Comprehensive Exam ✓
SIP ✓
Portfolio ✓
Graduation ✓
Congratulations Liz...you did it!

Your life continues to be a living example of the art of Chestfield's wisdom.

"Whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well."

We're so proud of you!

With love from Dad, Nancy, Kristin, Nick and Cody James

---
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In Memory of the loved ones we lost this year.

We remember Maggie Wardle '02 who died on October 18, 1999. She was a member of the Kalamazoo College golf team and symphonic band. Many of us hold a special place for her in our heart.

We remember Dr. Ben Davies, assistant professor of physics, who died on September 27, 1999.

We remember Jessica Lowery '00 who died on August 2, 1999. She was a political science major with a concentration in Third World Cultures. She had recently returned from her study abroad experience in Kenya.